Tentative Project Assignments

**Project:**
Columbus

**Staff:**
- Emma Bell (SNCC)
- Frank Smith (SNCC)
- Donald White (SNCC)
- Jerry Austin (SNCC)
- Willie Blue (SNCC)
- Melvin Carter (SNCC)

**Volunteers:**
- Ron Bridgesforth
- Isaac Coleman
- Bruce Glushakow
- Warren Galloway
- Robert Lavelle

**Project:**
Greenwood (Tallahatchie, Carrol, Montgomery, Holmes)

**Staff:**
- Hollis Watkins (SNCC)
- Freddy Green (SNCC)
- Eli Zeretsky (SNCC)
- Carol Mathews (SNCC)
- Albert Garner (SNCC)
- Doris Wilson (SNCC)
- Stokely Carmichael (SNCC)
- Dick Frey (SNCC)
- Bob Zellner (SNCC)
- Betty Garman (SNCC)
- Mathew Hughes (SNCC)
- Mary Lane (SNCC)
- Dorothy Zellner (SNCC)
- Willie McGhee (SNCC)
- Judy Richardson (SNCC)

**Project:**
Holly Springs (Marshall, Panola, Lafayette)

**Staff:**
- Cleveland Sellers (SNCC)
- Larry Rubin (SNCC)
- Ivanhoe Donaldson (SNCC)
- Pamela Jones (SNCC)
- Gwen Gillon (SNCC)

**Volunteers:**
- Andrea Barker
- Jim Morrison
- Jon Davies
- Emily Gordon
- David Trimble
- Karin Kunstler
- John Shettlesby
- Steven Fraser
- Carl Pomerance
- Frank Cieciorka
- Joseph Murphy
- John Strand
- Christopher Williams
- Elwood Berry
- Geoffrey L. Cowan

**Greenwood Project Cont.**

- James Forman (SNCC)
- Cortland Cox (SNCC)
- John Lewis (SNCC)
- Ruth Howard (SNCC)
- Willie Shaw (SNCC)

**Volunteers:**
- Bambi Brown
- William Hodes
- Paul Klein
- Robert Masters
- Philip Moore
- John Paul
- Carol Kornfield
- Ray Torkington
- Daniel Klein
Project:
Greenville (Sharkey, Issaquena)
Staff:
Muriel Tillinghost, SNCC
Claude Weaver, SNCC
Jesse Davis, SNCC
Fred Anderson, SNCC
Louis Grant, SNCC
Bob Wright, SNCC
Pam Trottman, SNCC
Charles Cobb, SNCC
Volunteers:
Larry Benton
Adrian Allen
Leon Cantor
Larry Lockshin
Ann Mayer
Albert Montgomery
Morton Thomas

Project:
Clarksdale (Coahoma, Tunica, Tate)
Staff:
James Jones, SNCC
Lafayette Surrney, SNCC
Doris Newman, SNCC
Volunteers:
Connie Avery
Lisa Mandel
Robert Mandel
Robert Newberry
John Suter
Mathew Zwarling
Sanford Siegal
Charles Stewart

Project:
Sunflower, Bolivar Counties
Staff:
John Harris, SNCC
Lois Rogers, SCLC
Margaret Block, SCLC
John Bradford, SNCC
Charles McLaren, SNCC
Fannie Lou Hamer, SNCC
James Block, SNCC
Volunteers:
Lawrence Archibald
Peter Burr
S. Glenn Fett
Thomas Foner
Lester Galt
George Robbins
Ron Richard
Jeff Sachar
Michael Yarrow
Cretchen Swartz
Joseph Smith
George Winter
James Dann
Charles Scottergood
Leonard Derry Edwards III

Project:
Jackson
Staff:
Mat Suarez, CORE
Dona Moses, SNCC
Volunteers:
John Bundy
Jeff Acorn
Jim Lynch
Mrs. Jim Lynch
Karen Tate
Joseph Tranquilli
Project:
Vicksburg

Staff:
Andrew Baines, SNCC
Neal Heideman, SNCC

Volunteers:
Andrew Goodman
James Kates
Howard Stromquist
Thomas Patrice
Andrew Schiffrin

Project:
Southwest (Natchez, Amite, McComb)

Staff:
Jesse Harris, SNCC
MacArthur Cotton, SNCC
George Green, SNCC
Sherry Everett, SNCC
Pat Walker, CORE
Freddy Green, SNCC

Volunteers:
Bruce Amundson
Steve Bingham
Robert Garofalo
Benjamin Graham
Les Johnson
David Kendall
Michael Kenney
Peter Norall
David Llorens
Mario Savio
Michael Wood
Jonathan Steele
Hank Chaiklin
Chethas Hughes
Marshall Ganz
Joseph Harrison
Robert Fullilove III
Wayne Anderson
Robert Osman

Peter Crriss
Edwin Wilson

Project:
4th District

Staff:
Theodities Hewitt, CORE
Lanny McNair, CORE
James Collier, CORE
George Raymond, CORE
Hattie Palmer, CORE
Mickey Schwerner, CORE
Rita Schwerner, CORE
Preston Ponder, CORE
James Cheney, CORE
Andrew Green, SNCC

Volunteers:
Douglas Baty
Virginia Brown
Robert Ehrenreich
Pamela Gerould
Philip Hocker
Joseph Keesecker
James Ohls
Peggy Sharp
Dean Zimmerman
John Shippee
David Kotz
Bill Forsyth
Project:

5th District

Staff:

Lawrence Guyot, SNCC
Dickie Flowers, SNCC
Doug Smith, CORE
Billy McDonald, SNCC
Mary McGroarty, SNCC
Mary Banks, SNCC
Jean Wheeler, SNCC
Charles Glen, SNCC
Willie Martin, SNCC
Henry Bailey, SNCC
Hilton Hancock, SNCC

Volunteers:

Howard Kirschenbaum
Yvonne Kline
David Owen
Fred Nieley
George Tessare
Lew Sitzer
Anthony Beaulieu
Leigh Stelzer
Steven Miller
Ellen Lake

Lawrence Landerman

Jackson Office

Volunteers:

Ruth Schein
Sherwin Kaplin

NCC Ministers, Minister-Counselors

Warren McKenon
Grady Poulard
Robert Beach
James Corson
Richard Roe
John Else
Roy Valencourt
Thomas Wahman
1. Kathy Anctniek -- Batesville
2. Stephen Bingham -- SW
3. Paul Cowan -- Greenwood
4. Dennis Flannagan -- Bolivar
5. Lee Garrett -- SW
6. Allen Thomas Goodner
7. Emily Gordon -- C. C.
8. Dale Gronemier -- Ruleville
9. Latt Harris -- Columbus (Sunflower)
10. Louise Herney -- Carthage
11. Michael Ingraham -- Gulf
12. Yvonne Klein
13. David Llorens -- SW
14. Garry Motorters -- Jackson
15. Margaret Rose -- Clarksdale
16. Edward Rudd -- Jackson
17. John Sawyer -- Greenville
18. Peggy Sharp -- Canton (?)
19. Terri Shaw -- Hattiesburg
20. Dorothy Teal -- Meridian
21. David Wolf -- Jackson
22. Carl Young -- Holly Springs
23. Robert Cunningham -- Atlanta staff
The Staff is still working on assignments of the following volunteers:

Berger, R.  
Catalin, J.  
Gabel, D. G.  
Howell, Donna  
Jervis, Nancy  
Keahey, Lisa  
Mark, Brian  
Nance, James  
Perkins, Edna  
Richter, Edward  
Ridenour, Ron  
Rudd, Ed  
Steide, John H.

Stevenson, John  
Thomas, Patrick  
Waters, Walter  
Vivell, Diane  
Adams, James

The fact that you are unassigned means only that the staff is still determining the needs of the different projects. This will be completed by tomorrow evening.